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Preparatory Visit to the ICCFM Assemblies in
San Antonio

A second meeting was held in San Antonio, in this one, with the presence of International
Presidents Jorge and Rosy Carrillo, Continental Presidents of North America John and Lauri
Przybysz, MFCC National Presidents Tony and Loly Layton, Presidents of Region 7 of San
Antonio Crucita and Manuel Guerra, as well as the leaders of the Diocese, to review progress.
The International Presidents gave to the
MFCC leaders a small detail that was a
medals to encourage their support.

The facilities were again visited where they
had the excellent support of the Manager all
the visitors were attended by the person in
charge of the facilities of the Holy Spirit
Parrish, Mr Borrego.

ICCFM participation in the XXI National Encounter of
MFC Mexico, in Veracruz (Mayo-2016)
OBJECTIVES: Change of National Leaders of the
Christian Family Movement, this meeting takes
place every three years. New forms, new
initiatives, new strategies.
ACTIVITY PROGRAM
FRIDAY 29-APRIL
Opening Prayers
Flag ceremonies
Opening welcome
Parade of banners
Message from civil authorities
Message of Bishop of Veracruz
Conference 1: The Mercy of God
Rosary
Dinner
Accommodation with hosts
SATURDAY APRIL 30
Mass
Atmosphere dynamics
Conference 2: Wounded Families
Presentation of ICCFM World Presidents
Conference 3: Missionary Families
Presentation: Latin American Presidents
Food
Atmosphere dynamics
Conference 4: Young Missionaries
Dynamics of animation: Cantos
Report of outgoing presidents
Awards delivery
Holy Hour
Dinner
Accommodation with hosts
SUNDAY 01-MAY
Mass
Delivery to Incoming National Presidents
Delivery to National Assistant Priest
Message from Incoming Presidents
Presentation of ECN Plenary
Raffle of offerings, closing and final prayer
Food delivery (Box-Lunch)

The Family that promotes and transmits our cultures. Dresses
typical of Veracruz, Mexico.

New team receiving 2016-2019: It has 8 marriages of the
headquarters team and 19 marriages in charge of
national provinces. Total 27 marriages.
Delivery Team: Some marriages continue to serve in
MFC apostolates. Other marriages are integrated into the
diocesan or parochial pastoral

ICCFM Participation

Presentation of the ICCFM in the National Meeting of the
CFM in Mexico, presidents Rosalinda Campos and Jorge
Carrillo. “Evangelical Solidarity” has… Accompanying,
Discerning and integrating as Chapter Eight of the
Exhortación: Amoris Laetitia.

HE Monsignor Christophe Pierre Apostolic
Nuncio, World Presidents and Latin American
Presidents

“XIII World Assembly of Families”

“XIII World Assembly of
Families”
Host city: San Antonio,
Texas. EE. UU.
Dear members of the ICC FM:
In attention to Articles VII and III of the
Bylaws of the ICCFM was held the “XIII
World Assembly of Families“ and "XVII
General Assembly "of the ICCFM in
San Antonio, Tex. EE. UU. on 15, 16,
17 and 18 July 2016.
Assemblies were developed with the
following motto, methodology and
agenda:
• “Christian families: Interpreting
the signs of the times, responding
with Love and Hope”

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
It is good to give thanks to the Lord,
to sing praise to your name, O Most High
to proclaim your grace in the morning,
to declare your faithfulness at night (Psalm. 92, 1-3)
We greet with gratitude to Mons Gustavo
Sillar, Archbishop of this archdiocese, for his
hospitality.; John and Lauri, North America
Continental Presidents and directors for the
organization of the XIII World Assembly of
Families, the Rev Donald Conroy, Chaplain
of NA; (We greet the Bishops, Gerry
Alminaza from Sn Carlo Philippines, Don
Faustino Armendariz Jimenez of the Diocese
of Queretaro, Mexico), the Continental
Presidents Teams; to the priests who have
joined us, marriages and youth; that
represents the Christian Family Movements
affiliated to the Confederation, including:
MFCs, FIRES, MECs.

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
Truly, because we have a lot to thank God,
first by the presence of each of you, who
represent 22 countries on five continents; the
accompaniment of the Bishops and Priests,
that speaks about the ecclesial nature of our
movements.
Celebrating 50 years of 40 countries agreed
on a common goal based on three principles
have
been
integrated:
Exchange
experiences, strengthen us all; Expansion,
bringing the CFM's experience to other
countries and Service to the families, these
lived with a missionary spirituality.
In this the 50th Anniversary, we have been
called to reflect on the journey of Christian
families, domestic Churches, with the theme
"The Christian families: Interpreting the signs
of the times; responding with love and hope. "
This under the eyes of the Extraordinary
Synod, "The pastoral challenges of the family
in the context of the new evangelization" and
the ordinary Synod of Bishops on the family
of 2015.

We will study with methodology of the
MFCs: SEE, JUDGE and ACT, this
methodology will allow us to challenge us
personally, as a particular organization CFM
from my country, but also as a big
community, a Movements network who we
are so that as every missionary brings and
announces the joy of the Gospel, but also
got feedback us with his testimony,
witnesses living the Gospel of the Family, is
joy that fills the heart and the whole life "so
we become carriers of light and hope in the
world.
The concrete commitment is to our country
take concrete actions that allow us help
other families to experiment that: the Gospel
of the family is joy.
We encourage to do our greatest efforts
and be generous in our contributions to the
group; of these depend on the fruits of this
XIII World Assembly of Families,
We which declare inaugurated!!!
Jorge and Rosalinda Carrillo
International Presidents of ICCFM

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
SEE workshop: “Analysis of the reality of the Christian family in your country”
1. In your country, what importance does the Christian Family have in your social,
economic and political life? Why?
2. Does your government actually recognize it as the main cell of social network and is
it concerned enough to provide the necessary elements to fortify it? How?
3. What are the priorities of the Christian family in your country, at this time? Choose
two and explain how they came to be.

Conference “Reality of Christian
families”, Bishop of San Carlos,
Philippines Mons. Gerardo Alminaza

Some of the workshops
groups:

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
JUDGE workshop: "Family life of Christians, according to the sign of the times".
1. Are Christian families conscious enough to listening to the message that Christ gives us and act
according to him? Provide a based response.
2.

How to discover and interpret the signs of times in the temporal reality, to act in accordance with
what God wants from us at this time
1.

What are those signs of times in the
temporal reality (positive and
negative) that directly affect
Christian families today? We
suggest making a chart with those
signs.

Conference "Family life of Christians,
according to the sign of the times". Fr.
Donald Conroy, ICCFM-NA Chaplain
and
John
and
Lauri
Przybysz,
Presidents NA

Other workshops groups:

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
ACT workshop: “Responding with love
and hope”.
1. In order to evangelize by attraction
and not proselytism, what concrete
actions do we need to implement in the
Christian Family Movement in your
country?
2. What is it that moves us to continue
to keep betting on the family? And what
we must do within our Christian Family
Movement, so that our lives have the
taste of home and family in order to
reflect the joy of being a family?
3. According to the request of HH
Pope Francis, it is necessary to "echarle
ganas” (give it our all). In the CFM of my
country, how are we going to "echarle
ganas" to impact the temporal realities in
the education, social, political and
economic aspects?

4. As an organization of the church
and civic society, do we count with the
capability to respond to the search of
change, to the temporal reality, that defy
us today as Christian families?
5. For the care of our common house,
what concrete actions can the CFM of
my country promote? (Laudato Si)
6. According to the signs of times,
what work actions must we consider in
our annual programming, work in
coordination with the international
networks?
7. As a network of Christian Family
Movements, what is missing in the
ICCFM to help it be more efficient in its
missionary work and in reaching more
countries through it? What can the CFM
of my country do to contribute to the work
of this great missionary network?

Conference “Responding with Love and Hope”; Bishop Faustino Armendariz
Jiménez Bishop of Querétaro, Mexico

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
Contiental Presidents report an UN
representative at Vienna.
Each of the Continental Presidents presents
its Continent report about their activities and
the Countries activities and “status” of the
countries.
In the Assembly were there the 6
Continental Presidents
The Presentation were from :
•
Asia, Pip and Wilma Cua
•
Oceania, Hugo and Dalila Monterrosa
•
North America, John and Lauri Przybysz
•
Latin America, Ricardo and Lucía Araujo
•
Europe, Robert and María Carmen
Kimball
•
Africa, Andrew and Bernadette Simango
And for the UN representatives Csaba And
Greta Horvath , for their presentation were
Sergio and Dora Treviño.
Asia,
Pip and
Wilma Cua

Africa,
Andrew and
Bernadette Simango

Oceania,
Hugo and Dalila
Monterrosa

For UN presentation
Sergio and Dora
Treviño.

North America,
John and Lauri Przybysz

Latin-America,
Ricardo and Lucia Araujo

Europe,
Robert and Maria Carmen
Kimball

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
Celebratoion of the 50 years if the
ICCFM.
 History of ICCFM:
For this celebration had 2 parts, first the
History of the ICCFM by Sue Hamilton
and Elma Muangkroot, and 2nd the
acknowledge to past-presidents and
some relevant people to the ICCFM.
The History presentation consisted as
follow, also to invite to read the ICCFM
History.
I.
Introduction / why having a history
is important
II.
How the ICCFM history 1966-1995
came to be written
III.
How the ICCFM history 1995-2013
came to be written
IV. ICCFM presidents and their roles
in the history of the ICCFM
V.
Conclusion / ICCFM as trailblazer

Historia por Sue y Elma

 Acknowledgments:
The acknowledgment to past-presidents
of the ICCFM was coordinated by John
and Lauri Przybysz.

Past-presidents of the ICCFM tha
were in the Assembly, from left to
right: Jorge and Rosalinda Carrillo,
Gary and Kay Aitchison, Nop and
Elma Muangkroot, and Wayne and
Sue Hamilton.

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
Commemorative book of
the
“50 Years of the ICCFM”
special edition for
this memorable
celebration.

Note
from
Editor:
Memories of the XIII World
Assembly of Families and
of
the
XVII
General
Assembly of the ICCFM
were prepared and sent the
url address to download
these, to the Continental
Presidents.

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
TRIENNIAL REPORT 2013 – 2016 by the
President team of the ICCFM Rosalinda
Campos and Jorge Carrillo and Father
Saúl Ragoitia.
The presentation wa developed with the
description of eachone of the “action lines
and programs of the period 2013 – 2016”,
as follow:
1. Spirituality of Communion inside the
ICCFM and with our Church
2. Formation itineraries of CFMs integrated
into the ICCFM
3. Expansion of the CFM’s
4. Strengthen our Mystique
5. Active participation in the ECOSOC of
the UN
6. Follow up of the engages of the “XII
World Assembly of Families” 2013.

Mass

Eucharist presided by Msgr. Gustavo GarciaSiller, Archbishop of San Antonio, Tex, USA.
1st day

Eucharist presided by Msgr. Jorge Rassas,
Auxiliary Bishop of Chicago, USA.
2nd. day

Eucharist presided by Msgr. Oscar Cantú,
Bishop of las Cruces, Nuevo Mexico USA.
3rd. day

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
Photo Galery
Parade of Continents

Africa

Asia

Latin America

North America

Europe

Oceania

Dance and Cultural Performances
Mario & Lamar
Master of Ceremonies

Bishop of Queretaro
Faustino Armendáriz

Jesus & Blanca
/ Mexico

Patricia & Marcelo
/ Argentina

German & Teresita
/ Costa Rica

Santos & Ondina
/ Honduras
Jorge & Rosalinda
/ ICCFM-Mexico

Father Donnon Murray
/ Japan

Ana María & Sergio
Trincado / Sweden

“XIII World Assembly of Families”
Photo Galery
Enrique & Blanca Romero,

John & Mary Poprac
/ CFM USA

Tony & Loly Layton
/ MFCC-USA

Maritza & Juan Veliz
/ MFC Canada

Gratefulness to the team región 7
/MFCC-USA from San Antonio

MFC Mexico & CFM Malawi
.
teams

Lukase & Anita /
CFM India

Balázs & Krisztina / CFM
Hungary, Jorge & Rosy
Mexico and Robert from Spain

Panoramic picture

Consolidated Resolutions of Act questions
“XIII World Assembly of Families”
XIII WORLD ASSEMBLY OF FAMILIES
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, USA; JULY 15-17 of 2016
CONSOLIDATED RESOLUTIONS

1.- In order to evangelize by attraction and not proselytism, what concrete
actions do we need to implement in the Christian Family Movement in your
country?

 To announce testimony and actions (examples of life) of Christian Families. Inside
and outside of the families.
 To missionary in the "peripheries" (urban and rural) with activities and services
of the CFM.
 Include in the actions of CFM, all family members (children, grandparents ...).
 Increase Spiritual retreats and support to evangelize to current and future
generations.
 To generate programs to support young generations (as engaged and newly
married couples).
 To live the way of Jesus in solidarity with others. Be aware to the needs of
families and irregular Families to integrate them into society.
 Create billboard advertising to publicize the services that CFM offers, as an
option to improve and solve family problems and improve the quality of life of
its members.
 That we reflect the presence of Christ in our lives
 To attract more priests to our CFM so they can help in the CFM growth.
 Promote the entry to CFM of couples that recently lived Marriage Encounter and
/ or similar.

2.- What is it that moves us to continue to keep betting on the family? And
what we must do within our Christian Family Movement, so that our lives
have the taste of home and family in order to reflect the joy of being a
family?
We are moved by the great love of God, the desire to preserve Christian principles.
The conviction that "if the family is good, society is good." "If the family is fixed, the
world is fixed". The commitment to build a better world for all. The family is the basic
unit and foundation of society.
What should we do?
 In the CFM as institution, increase the unity and to strength the communion.
 Make the CFM with real family ties, without jealousy or divisions; accepting the
social, cultural and economic differences as forms of mutual enrichment.
 To avoid all kinds of negative public exposure.
 To work so that our families reflect the Holy Family. To inculcate in our children,
the virtue of Christian family.
 The MFC must recover the family sense of the Movement, which has been often
drowned out by the abusive "conjugal" spirit.
 Do not take the apostolate as part of the fulfillment of the leader, but associate
pastoral work to the process of personal conversion. (Christian Leadership)
 To seek for the permanent formation.

3.- According to the request of HH Pope Francis, it is necessary to "echarle
ganas” (give it our all). In the CFM of my country, how are we going to
"echarle ganas" to impact the temporal realities in the education, social,
political and economic aspects?

 To daily nourish ourselves of the Word and Eucharist, asking the Holy Spirit to
help us in fulfill the will of God.
 Understand the other's position, accompanying and accepting them in their
realities, without prejudices.
 Keep fighting despite the poor results.
 To propose and support alternatives of law that go according with God's plan.
 In the educational aspect: be part of the school boards and PTA´s to promote the
Christian values and family charisma.
 In the social aspect: to help the most disadvantaged families.
 On the economic side: collaborate with Caritas, Food Bank …
 Forming "critical consciences" in social interest issues to make use of the internet
media as: Google Places, Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, etc. Taking advantage of
the talents of members,
 To create plans to defend the life, as Church Movement, creating awareness in
all the members of the CFM providing periodic formation and information news.
 Motivate and encourage citizen participation and civic education, awareness to
vote, engage actively and peacefully in demonstrations when laws are generated
in conflict with family or God´s plan.
 To promote solidarity among members so that everyone can find the best
opportunities for socio-economic development individual and community with
solidarity, endurable and sustainable economy, individual and community with
solidarity, endurable and sustainable economy.

4.- As an organization of the church and civic society, how will we respond
to change the situations that negatively impact Christian families?

 Yes, partially, because we lack human and financial resources. Although we know
that our contribution, along with those organizations and people seeking the
common good, is helping to build the kingdom of God here on earth. We must
create strategic alliances to work together for the well common.
 Through the formation and training materials and methodology of the CFM, we
have the capability as a religious organization, which enrich our evangelical and
missionary work; and with the charisms and gifts that each of its members has.

5.- For the care of our common house, what concrete actions can the CFM
of my country promote? (Laudato Si)

 Education in responsible consumption and also in the recycling of materials. To
use new technologies not for the human domain but for the common well,
without forgetting that the human being is not the "Lord of the Universe", but
only its administrator.
 To educate considering "buying is a moral act" and not only an "economic" (P.
206). We have to buy what helps nature and not the products that can destroy
it.
 To promote among our neighbors, community, movement, family, the
importance of recycling, reuse and reduce.
 To use biodegradable products; be responsible water consumers, take advantage
of solar energy.
 Review the programs currently available in our CFM and promote specific actions
to appreciate the gift that the earth is.
 To demand the authorities to protect our natural resources from national or
foreign companies.
 Contests of ideas that provide specific solutions to ecological problems or offer
novel and attractive ways to reduce-reuse-recycle. To take advantage of the
environment day.
 To include an information capsule on ecology and care of the common house, in
each diocesan bulletin or other communication media. Include this issue in the
formation course.
 To promote a reforestation campaign (one tree per member) through a family
event in a specific day at least once a year.

6.- According to the signs of times, what work actions must we consider in
our annual programming, work in coordination with the international
networks?

 The integration of marriages to ONG´s that defend human values of people and
families, as well as environment.
 Greater interaction with international networks looking for the coordination of
joint actions, and then coordinate the collaboration at all levels of the CFM.
 Participation in forums that work towards the Family.
 Be aware to the guidelines of the universal Church to work in communion with
them.
 Join with similar associations (national or international) to strengthen in the
fight.
 To promote Christian presence in the mass media and social networks (mail, FB,
twitter).
 To share materials (programs, training and formation materials) with all
countries.
 Highlight successful growth efforts.
 To seek international economic cooperation to promote social projects and
spreading the Kingdom of God.

7.- As a network of Christian Family Movements, what is missing in the
ICCFM to help it be more efficient in its missionary work and in reaching
more countries through it? What can the CFM of my country do to
contribute to the work of this great missionary network?
About the ICCFM:
 Improve communication of their achievements.
o Taking advantage of the national meetings of the countries or movements.
o Missionaries project in other countries.
o Youth exchange program between countries
o Better use of internet, media and Catholic TV.
 To improve the sense of belonging of the CFM to ICCFM.
 To get more committed couples for the UN.
 To have more couples to travel to evangelize in other countries.
 More face to face interaction opportunities with CFM members.
From the members to the ICCFM:
 Decided economical support. (“Wallet Evangelization”).
 To improve internal and with other countries and movements communication.
 That all movements provide their point of views.
 We all need to financially support the ICCFM.
 Within our own CFM, ensure that our members are aware of the ICCFM mission
and their efforts.

“XVII General Assembly of the ICCFM”
Agenda de la “XVII Asamblea General”
Confederación Internacional de Movimientos Familiares

It was held the "XVII General Assembly"
with full participation of the member (9
members from 9), that are:

Memebers Assembly of the ICCFM

Internacional President team:
Jorge and Rosalinda Carrillo
Rev. Saúl Ragoitia Vega
Vicepresidents:
Sergio and Dora Treviño
Past-president:
Gary and Kay Aitchinson
PC Africa:
Andrew and Bernardette Simango
PC Asia:
Pip and Wilma Cua
Bishop Gerardo Alminaza
PC Europa:
Robert and Maria Carmen Kimball
PC Latin America:
Ricardo and Lucia Araujo
PC North America:
Wilboor and Juanita Hooker
Rev. Nelson Trinidad
PC Oceania:
Hugo and Dalila
Monterrosa

Cristianos

Horario
Evento
Responsables
Horario
Evento
Responsables
08:00-08:30 Laudes
Asistente Internacional
08:00-08:30 Laudes
Asistente Internacional
Validar
listalista
de asistentes
a laaAsamblea
Presidentes
CIMFC
Validar
de asistentes
la Asamblea
Presidentes
CIMFC
08:30-08:45
de presidentes
de la
Presidentes
CIMFC
08:30-08:45Designación
Designación
de presidentes
deAsamblea
la Asamblea
Presidentes
CIMFC
PasePase
de lista
e instalación
de la
P. de
de lista
e instalación
deAsamblea
la Asamblea
P. la
deAsamblea
la Asamblea
08:45-09:05
de la
Presidentes
Asamblea
08:45-09:05Desarrollo
Desarrollo
deagenda
la agenda
Presidentes
Asamblea
09:05-09:45
de actividades
del del
trienio
2013-2016
de la
09:05-09:45Informe
Informe
de actividades
trienio
2013-2016 Presidentes
Presidentes
deCIMFC
la CIMFC
09:45-10:25Informe
Informe
financiero
trienio
2013-2016
S. Unidad
y Solidaridad
09:45-10:25
financiero
del del
trienio
2013-2016
S. Unidad
y Solidaridad
10:25-10:55Coffee
Coffee
Break
10:25-10:55
Break
Tema
de análisis
y reflexión:
Asistente
Internacional
Tema
de análisis
y reflexión:
Asistente
Internacional
Sínodo
deFamilias
la Familias
2015,
desafíos
10:55-11:25Sínodo
de la
2015,
desafíos
parapara
la la
10:55-11:25
ICCFM
ICCFM
Admisión
de nuevos
miembros
(Suecia)
Presidentes
CIMFC
11:25-11:40Admisión
de nuevos
miembros
(Suecia)
Presidentes
CIMFC
11:25-11:40
Entrega de las resoluciones expresadas en el
Presidentes de la
Entrega de las resoluciones expresadas en el
Presidentes de la
Asamblea
11:40-12:10 manifiesto de la “XIII Asamblea Mundial de las
Asamblea
11:40-12:10 manifiesto de la “XIII Asamblea Mundial de las
Familias” de la CIMFC.
Familias” de la CIMFC.
12:10- 12:40 Tema. “Técnica de lectura rápida o exploratoria” Presidentes C. de Asia
“Técnica
de lectura
rápida
exploratoria”
C. de
Asia
12:1012:40 Tema.
12:40-13:00
Avances
mundial
adopción
delologo
de la ICCFM Presidentes
Presidentes
ICCFM
12:40-13:00 Avances mundial adopción del logo de la ICCFM Presidentes ICCFM
13:00- 14:00

Almuerzo

Almuerzo
Sede de la “XIV Asamblea Mundial de las
Presidentes de la
Asambleade la
de la “XIV
MundialGeneral”
de las de la Presidentes
Familias”
y laAsamblea
“XVIII Asamblea
14:00- 14:20Sede
Asamblea
CIMFCy la “XVIII Asamblea General” de la
14:00- 14:20 Familias”
Informe financiero de la “XIII Asamblea Mundial Past-presidents C.
CIMFC
NorteaméricaC.
de la financiero
Familias” yde
la la
“XVII
14:20-14:40Informe
“XIIIAsamblea
AsambleaGeneral
Mundialde laPast-presidents
Familias” y la “XVII Asamblea General de la Norteamérica
14:20-14:40 de laCIMFC”
Tema de formación “Liderazgo Cristiano”
P. N. MFC en Filipinas
14:40-15:15CIMFC”
15:15- 15:30Tema
Consideraciones
los acuerdos
de las AsambleasP. N.
Vicepresidencia
CIMFC
de formación a“Liderazgo
Cristiano”
MFC en Filipinas
14:40-15:15
15:30-15:45
Propuesta: integrar
a los PN de
de las
los Asambleas
países
Presidentes CIMFC
15:1515:30 Consideraciones
a los acuerdos
Vicepresidencia
CIMFC
13:00- 14:00

15:30-15:45

miembros a la Asamblea General, sin voto con

Propuesta: integrar a los PN de los países
Presidentes CIMFC
derecho a voz.
miembros a la Asamblea General, sin voto con
Elección o reelección de Presidentes periodo
P. de la Asamblea
16:00-16:30derecho a voz.
2016-201
o reelección
de Presidentes
periodo
P. de la Asamblea
Palabras
de los presidentes
electos
16:30-16:40Elección
16:00-16:30
Presentación plan de trabajo trienio 2016-2019. Presidentes electos
16:40-17:102016-201
de los presidentes
16:30-16:40
Celebración
Eucarística yelectos
clausura
Capellanes internaciona
17:30-18.30Palabras
16:40-17:10 Presentación plan de trabajo trienio 2016-2019. Presidentes electos
Capellanes internacional
17:30-18.30 Celebración Eucarística y clausura

There were the presence of the advisers of this
triennium, International Past-Presidents and
presidents of national continent for a presence of 22
countries.

“XVII General Assembly of the ICCFM”
Special Guests:

International headquarters team:
Cinthya and Edgar Montalvo, Secretariat
of Unity, Corresponsibility and Finances;
Marielena and Guillermo Novelo,
Secretariat of Formaiton
Lauri and John Przybysz,
UN representatives at New York
Past presidents:
Sue and Wayne Hamilton
Elma and Nop Muangkroot from Tahiland
Nacionales Presidents Africa
continent:
Patricia and Elias Lazaro;
Chaplain: Vincent Mwakhwawa form
Malawi

Nacionales Presidents Asia continent:
Josie and Jorge Santamaría, from
Philippines
Anita and Lukose Vallatharai, from India
Fahter Donnon Murray, from Japan
Nacionales Presidents Europe
continent:
Encarnita Villén and José Pajares from
Spain
Krisztina and Balázs Ménesi from
Hungary
Ana María Silva and Sergio Trincado
from Sweden

ASIA PRESENCE

Nacionales Presidents Latin America
continent:
Blanca and Jesús Ramos; and
Chaplain: Fr. Enrique Barragán, OSJ
from Mexico
Delegates Teresita and German Ramírez
from Costa Rica
Representants Patricia Walser and
Marcelo Rojas from Argentina
Delegates Judith and Reynaldo Bayón
from Peru
Nacionales Presidents North America
continent:
John and Mary Poprac from CFM – USA
Maritza and Juan Veliz from MFC –
Canada
Loly and Tony Layton from MFCC – USA
Enrique and Blanca Romero from MFCLA
Nacionales Presidents Oceania
continent:
Delegates Sandra and Mario Chavez
from Australia

“XVII General Assembly of the ICCFM”
ICCFM Presidents Elections:
One of the important points of the General Assembly is the
elections of the International Presidents of the ICCFM for the
triennium 2016-2019.
In a unanimity form of all the voting members of the Assembly, were
elected again Jorge and Rosalinda Carrillo, for their second period
that allows the constitution of the Confederation.
They also appoint to the Father Rev. Saúl Ragoitia, as the
International Chaplain (Ecclesial Assistant) of the ICCFM as well
the vice-presidents Sergio and Dora Treviño.
Also it is commend to Saint Joseph, the triennium mission 20162019.

President team

Fr.Rev. Saúl Ragoitia
Rosalinda Campos &
Jorge Carrillo

“XVII General Assembly of the ICCFM”
Other points that had the assembly were:
 Report of the triennium 2013-2016 by
Jorge and Rosalinda Carrillo,
 Financial report by Edgar and Cinthya
Montalvo

 Families Synod of 2015, challengesfor the
ICCFM by Fr. Saul Ragoitia
 Reading of the resolutions of the XIII
World Assembly of Families by Guillermo
Novelo

 Admission of new members Sweden,
current Presidents Sergio and Ana María
Trincado.
 Fast or Exploratory technique Reading
by Pip y Wilma Cua.
 Advances in the global adoption of the
logo of the ICCFM in the country
members by Jorge and Rosalinda
proposal of adjust of the logo with the
world map..

 Proposal and vote for place of the XIV
World Assembly of Families and XVIII
General Assembly in 2019, Mexico
National presidents Jesús and Blanca
Ramos proposed Mexico, through the
Latin-American Presidentes Ricardo and
Lucía Araujo, and were approved by
majority, then:
“MEXICO 2019”
 Financial report of the XIII World
Assembly of Families and of the XVII
General Assembly, by John and Lauri
Przybysz with support of Manuel and
Crucita Guerra, who report that were no
lost nor win- as the economic result of the
event.
 Introductory
speaking
of
Christin
Leadership that is in the ICCFM web sites,
by Jorge and Jossie Santamaria
(Philippines).


Considerations to the agreements of
assemblies, to assure that last long with
the time if is formally documented in the
countries, by Sergio and Dora Treviño.



Presentation of the work plan of the
ingoing Presidents for the period 20162019 by Jorge y Rosalinda Carrillo.

Remember the call made by the Bishop
Faustino: “is time to evangelize”.
“Christian Family Movements, are a sign of
hope, that "lighthouse" that other families and
young people looking to make final decisions in
life. We encourage you to continue working for
more families to live this experience” by Jorge
and Rosalinda.

“XVII General Assembly of the ICCFM”
Photo Gallery

México & Argentina

Malawi

MFC-LA

MFCC-USA

Sweden and Hungary

India & Philippines

General Assembly

Costa Rica &
Honduras

USA & Thailand

Final Eucharistic
celebration

ExPresident team
2010-2013

CFM – USA

Upcoming World Assemblies 2019

“XIV World Assembly of Families” and
“XVIII General Assembly of the ICCFM”
MEXICO 2019

Internacional Presidents
Jorge & Rosalinda Carrillo

Continental Presidents of
Latin America
Ricardo & Lucía Araujo

Nacional Presidents
MFC Mexico
Jesús & Blanca Ramos

Get ready, make
your saves,
come and live
the Assemblies
in Mexico.

“Exchange and presentation Formation itinerary called
Evangelical Solidarity” (July 2016)
DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHODOLOGY
Meeting of coordinators and team leaders of
formation teams, preparing their meetings to
be with basic formation teams at a charge.

Sector: Is a structure in the parish, this applies
and follows up the families, who are living their
formation path according to the program at
different stages.
Final
working
meeting: Specific
programs work by
participating country
and
President
Continental

Assistance assistant priest and each of the
coordinators is essential for the proper
accompaniment of members in formation of
CFM.
SPIRITUAL MOMENTS

REVITALIZE the Family from the family.
Every marriage is studying the issue with
their children, are supported with a
notebook serving for small children.
Family Team community. Team meeting,
discussion under community after the
study in Family. On this visit members of
other countries asked for testimonies they
were expressed and given by the father,
mother and childrens.

ICCFM pilgrimage and Mass in the Basilica of
Our Lady of Guadalupe.

Initial Eucharistic Celebration

Eucharist in the
Monastery
of
the Passionist
Visit to the meetings planning and evaluation Religious.
Querétaro,
of the service areas diocesan CFM
México

Pilgrimage and
Eucharistic
celebration
in
the Mountain of
Cristo Rey. Gto,
Mexico.

“PROGRAM OF CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP: MODULES (1) AND (2)”
INTRODUCTION: This program is aimed at new or
already serving Christian leaders; To know,
understand and appreciate what it means to be or
have a Christian Leadership; To realize that it was
God who called you; To direct and support you, (with
heart and hands), for this leadership role. When you
serve, God transforms you. You become a better
person in such a way that your affective relationship
with those you lead, brings you closer to God. We
invite you to participate in this informative and
formative program.

To benefit from this program you are asked to answer
each self-reflection at the end of the topic, writing in a
notebook, reflecting your answers, and visualizing
that Jesus is by your side. May you have a blessed
encounter with our Lord Jesus! ... We would like to
thank Josie and Jorge Santamaría, presidents of the
CFM Philippines for this program.
OBJECTIVES
MODULE
1:
Appreciate and accept what a
Christian leadership is. To realize
that it was God who called us,
that he guides and supports us
for this leadership.
To know that the attitude and essential behavior of a
Christian Leader is to have a loving relationship with
those called by God to be directed by us.
The call to service is a gift from God. As service
leaders, we follow JESUS AS OUR ONLY MODEL

Washing of Disciple’s Feet
Jesus
changes
the
leadership
paradigm:
The leader is to serve
and not to be served. "If
someone wants to be the
first, he will be the last
and the server of all" ...
(Mark 9:35).

AMONG OTHER TOPICS: ….
• THE AMBITION OF SANTIAGO AND JUAN
• QUALITIES OF A GOOD CHRISTIAN LEADER
• LOVING BEHAVIOR OF A LEADER SERVER
• AFFECTIVE BEHAVIOR OF A LEADER SERVER
• DEVELOPING THE SERVICE THAT GOD HAS
GIVEN US,
• TRANSFORMS US IN THE "SAME JESUS“
• HOW TO WIN PRIDE TO BE HUMBLE?
• SEEK JESUS IN THE BLESSED

OBJETIVES MODULE 2:
Know which are the factors that contribute to
effective teamwork.
Know the causes of interpersonal conflicts.
Identify the 3 requirements of a Christian
leader in conflict resolution.
Identify attitudes to conflict situations and
their consequences.
Know the stages to bring together the two
parties in conflict.
List the behaviors and attitudes of a team
leader and his / her members to achieve unity
within the group and with other teams.
Know the attitudes, values and skills in
effective conflict resolution.

RELATED TOPICS: ….
 WHAT IS A TEAM
 CHARACTERISTICS OF AN EFFECTIVE TEAM
 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO EFFECTIVE
TEAMWORK
 WHAT IS A CONFLICT?
 CONFLICT CLASSES
 REQUIREMENTS OF A CHRISTIAN LEADER IN
CONFLICT SOLUTION
 ATTITUDES IN CONFLICT SITUATION:
 Win / Lose
 Lose / win
 Lose / Lose
 Compromise
 Win / Win – Collaboration
 CONSEQUENCES OF EACH ATTITUDE
 HOW THE CHRISTIAN LEADER RESOLVES
CONFLICTS WITH HIS TEAM
 THE UNIT OF THE BODY
 WHAT VALUES AND SKILLS ARE NEEDED TO
REACT EFFECTIVELY CONFLICTS
 ABILITIES USED IN CONFLICT SOLUTION
 USE OF “ME” MESSAGE ...

Examples of the Integration of the ICCFM Logo
in the countries in their official documents

Examples of the Integration of the ICCFM Logo
in the countries in their shirts and standards

Participation in the UN NY by Edgar and Cinthya

On April 28-30, the International
Confederation of Christian Family
Movements attended a conference called

"Defending Religious Freedom
and
Other
Human
Rights:
Stopping Mass atrocities against
Christians and Other Believers"
organized by the CitizenGo Association
and sponsored by the mission of
permanent observers of the Holy See
at the UN.
The conference was held at the United
Nations General Assembly facility in New
York, with the congress being held in the
ECOSOC chamber.
The meeting began with the words of
welcome by Archbishop Bernardito Auza,
who is the permanent observer of the
Holy See at the UN. Here he gave a brief
account of the terrible situation that our
Catholic brothers live in regions such as
Syria, particularly Aleppo and Nigeria in
Africa. Following his welcome message
we also hear the words of Ufuk Gokcen,
the permanent observer of the Islamic
cooperation organization with the UN.
The statements of various people who
have seen and know the atrocities in
Africa and the Middle East began and
they spoke in a first panel of the need for
"The protection of victims of
persecution and the promotion of
religious freedom in all the world"

This panel was preceded by Archbishop
Bernardito Auza. The first to speak was
Carl Anderson who is the Supreme
Knight of the Knights of Columbus who
delivered a report to the Secretary of
State of the United States called
"Genocide of Christians in the Middle
East" in which he highlights "Hundreds of
Thousands of people in Syria and Iraq
have lost their lives, entire communities
have been displaced and millions of
people fleeing years of war and
terrorism. We are facing the very real
prospect of the extinction of many of the
region's indigenous communities.“ Lars
Adaktusson from Sweden took the turn
to speak, from the European Parliament.
Author of the European Parliament
resolution on the systematic mass
murder of religious minorities by the socalled "ISIS / Daesh" where it mentions
"The free world has a responsibility to
provide protection and the necessary
security for the victims of persecution"

Participation in the UN NY by Edgar and Cinthya
Dr. Thomas F. Farr, director of the Religious
Liberty project at Georgetown University,
and the first director of the International
Religious Freedom office at the U.S. State
Department. "The status of Christians,
Yazidi, Turkmen and other minorities in Iraq
and Syria is a serious humanitarian crisis
that has just begun to raise awareness of
the world." This block of panelists closed
with a lump in the throat just to imagine the
terrible situations that day by day are faced
in these regions, and were only the
preamble for what in the next panel would
expose us.

The next panel was named "Witnesses to
mass atrocities and the Christian
exodus and other religious minorities";
Panel preceded by Ignacio Arsuaga
president of CitizenGO. The first participant
of this panel was S.E. Joseph Danlami
Bagobiri, Bishop of Kafanchan, Nigeria.
"Between 2006 and 2014 it is estimated
that 11,500 Christians have been killed,
more than 1.3 million Christians have been
displaced and 13,000 churches have been
destroyed or abandoned"

They shared this terrible experience that
their beloved daughter had lived just before
her murder. They said, "The only thing we
can do is continue to tell the world about
the suffering he witnessed."

Sister Maria de Guadalupe missionary from
Syria shared in the panel "The terrorist
groups surrounded the city and besieged it
completely for a year. And he does not ask
for it. How to help them? 1- Praying for
them. 2 - Spreading this what is happening
and is so little known. 3-Collaborating. But
not only collaborating with material aid but
also with our commitment to do something
so that this massacre is over."

Then Carl & Marsha Mueller took the floor.
Parents of Kayla Muller, a young
humanitarian worker who was taken
hostage and killed by ISIS / Daesh in Syria.
Thus ended the second panel, beginning
the third and final panel of the conference
called "Christian Women and Girls and
Yazidi: Sexual Victims of Crimes against
Humanity" Panel preceded by Kirsten
Evans, Executive Director of In Defense of
Christians.

Participation in the UN NY by Edgar and Cinthya
In the panel was presented Jaqueline
Isaac. American Humanist Lawyer and
Vice President of Success Paths, which
affirmed, "This year we have traveled
four times to Iraq, three times to Egypt,
and twice to Lebanon to help survivors
fleeing ISIS. ISIS has sold many girls as
merchandise,
sorting
their
price
according to age, beauty and virginity.
Leaving them with the horrible memories
of rape and torture, some of the women
and girls once enslaved by ISIS ended
their own lives.” This moment was the
most touching of all, as witnessed the
15-year-old
Samia
Sleman,
who
managed to escape after being
kidnapped by ISIS at the age of 13. With
tears in his eyes he said: "I was in
captivity for 6 months and 12 days in the
hands of the Islamic state.

They raped and raped me and the girls
who were with me in captivity. There
were thousands of Yazidi girls in
captivity. During those 6 months and 12
days in captivity I had seen horrible
things. They raped 8- and 7-year-old
girls. Our mothers, because they were
old, killed them. I hope and hope that the
United Nations will help the Yazidi and
others because they need help right
now. This is a difficult time for them.
There are thousands of Yazidi migrating
because they simply can not live there
because they feel desperate living in that
unprotected country.
This is how the congress ended, leaving
us a great commitment to our brothers
from the Middle East and Africa, as well
as a great commitment not to ignore
them despite the distance being in
solidarity with them through the prayer of
actions that promote religious freedom in
that region.

Edgar and Cinthya Montalvo
Secretariat of Unity, Corresponsability
and Finance.

Activities in Zagreb, Croacia. ICCFM
19 to 23 of october of 2016

Activities:
1.- We met with Marijo Zivkovic, representative of the ICCFM Associated Movement.
2.- We attended Mass at the beginning of the State University activities celebrated by the
Zagreb’s Cardinal Archbishop.
3.- We took part in two panels and three workshops in the International Conference "Family
and school - the key for education in values“. We met with the Ph.D. Zeljka Markic
Participation in two panels and three workshops. At final meeting with Dr. Zeljka Markic

Meeting with Marijo
He thanked the ICCFM participation in the
conferences. We discussed the possibility of
the European Congress in Malta in July
2017.

Eucharistic celebration to begin the classes
at the Zagreb State University in Croatia. It
was chaired by the Zagreb’s Archbishop ,
his excellency , Cardinal Josip Bozanic.
Last comment : The mass assistance was
full of young university students

2nd International Conference: “Family and School – the Education in Values Key“
October 21 and 22 2016. Zagreb, Croacia. Arranged by the NGO “In the Name of the Family”

Dr. Zeljka Markic, welcomes attendees, he
had the presence of the Minister of
Education of Croatia, Opening Ceremony.

In the congress we were assigned an
ICCFM information booth. In this area we
place our continental flag, basic
programs triptychs for married couples
proposed by the ICCFM and another
triptych on the ICCFM in Europe.

Rosalinda
Carrillo
and
Jorge,
International Presidents of the ICCFM
during a speech

PANEL:
“The education of children with only one parent”

PANEL:
“The positive impact of Religious Education on the development of personality”

Robert Kimball workshop / presentation on experiences in ICCFM

The President Team of the ICCFM delivered:
1.- A basic formation cycle kit for sacrament families.
2.- 1st Level Books for single parent family structure.
3.- “Formation in Love” Books for youth.
4.- A USB with this materials. Exception of single parent formation.
Commitments:
1.- Go back next year to train a group of couples and groups of formation according to the Evangelical
Solidarity project.

Meetings and interviews in Sevilla, Spain. Travel missionary work of the ICCFM

We started with an interview with the Seville Archbishop Monsignor
Juan Jose Asenjo Pelegrina. We introduce ourselves as ICCFM, we
gave him a copy of the commemorative book of the ICCFM 50th
anniversary. He recommended improving the missionary effort to have
a presence in the Archdiocese he also recognized the importance of
working with the priests in parishes.
October 24 of 2016

CFM SPAIN

Were present the CFM Priests, among them
there were a missionary who has been in
Africa for over 20 years, we discussed
activities in CFM Malawi and they
recommended us to improve our knowledge
of the customs and African culture to achieve
evangelization plans in the CFM charism..

Meetings and interviews in Sevilla, Spain. Travel missionary work of the ICCFM

Meeting with leaders members of the
CFM and priests in Seville:
-

Father Miguel Angel, who is a
diocesan priest of a village of Seville
named "El Arahal”

-

The Father Cesáreo from the order
of the "White Fathers" is a
missionary in Africa.

Father
Miguel
Ángel

Los presidentes Diocesanos del MFC en
Sevilla: Manolo y María Reyes

Father
Cesáreo

Father
Saúl of ICCFM

Eucharist and meeting at the Temple of
the Divine Shepherdess.

Among the matters discussed were the
problem of the reduction of CFM
members and especially the lack of
young couples.
Were presented the strategy of "one by
one" and integrate them into young
marriages teams coordinated by a
marriage of experience in the CFM
formation methodology. Subsequently we
analyzed
and
implemented
the
strategies, we left trusting in the Lord the
fruits of future work.

MFC meeting with members of the
Seville Diocese.
October 24 of 2016

.

HOSPITALITY: We thank Carmen Augustine and the Christian Family Movement in
Seville, his generosity in providing for staying home: father Saul, Pepe and Encarnita
and us.

Our prayers of the morning and preparations for the day.
October 25 of 2016

Presentation and delivery of the triennium report 2013 – 2016 of the ICCFM
to the president of the new “Dicastery for Laity, Family and Life”

Presides : Cardinal Mnsgr. Kevin Farrell
Piazza San Calixto 16
00153 Rome

Offices of the Pontifical Dicastery
for the Laity, Family and Life.

We had a meeting with the Reverend
Guillermo Gutiérrez where he confirmed the
receipt of our letter requesting this interview,
wich arrived a month later because of the
commitments that he had to deliver to left
the Archdiocese of Dallas.

October 13th of 2016
He expressed great satisfaction over the
2013 - 2016 ICCFM activities report. At the
meeting it was presented the initiative and
video of the testimonials on the CFM
(Mothers
Alone)
MaRes
(for
the
abbreviation in Spanish) project in Mexico
and the commitment to assume it worldwide
by the ICCFM.

The Rev. told us that the president of the
Dicastery had only a week in Rome, for that
may not be possible to receive us
personally.
Meeting with Rev. Guillermo Gutierrez from
the Family area, who met us on October 13
afternoon. And we deliver them the following
items:

October, 14 of 2016
Attending to the Dicastery for the Laity, Family
and Life and we deliver another copy of the
triannual report of the ICCFM as well the 50th
anniversary commemorative book, to the
secretary of the chairman of the Department
and we gave him a Queretaro’s regional craft
present.
We stayed for half an hour, waiting for a space
on the Dicastery President agenda who had
his first general meeting for the first time. It
was not possible.

1.- ICCFM´S triannual actions general
report.

We prepared a presentation letter, greeting
and be at his disposition, to the future
Cardinal Archbishop Kevin Farrel, President
of the "Dicastery for Laity, Family and Life”
because was not possible to meet him.
2.- 50th Anniversary conmemorative book
1966 – 2016.

COMMITMENTS:
1.- Send an article on single parents
attention from the "Amoris Leatitia"
perspective and the video.
2.- Send an ICCFM article or a product at
least every three months for the newsletter
of the Department.
October, 17 of 2016

Attendance and participation in the Canonization
Ceremony of seven new Saints of the Church

Canonization of seven new saints: six religious and one layman: "Joselito" - (child).
Two French, two Italians, one Spanish, one Argentine and one Mexican (lay).
Rev. Fr. Saul Ragoitia Vega, chaplain of the ICCFM has the opportunity to concelebrate with
SS. Pope Francis and a group of assistant priests.
San José Sánchez del Rio
Lay
Child Martyr of the Cristera war in Mexico.
He was born on March 28, 1913 in Sahuayo,
Michoacan. When the public cult was a
decreed to be supended, José was 13 years
and 5 months old. His brother Michael
decided to take up arms to defend the cause
of Christ and his Church. Joseph, seeing the
value of his brother, asked his parents for
permission to join as a soldier; His mother
tried to dissuade him, but he said, "Mom, it's
never been easier to win heaven like now,
and I do not want to miss the chance." He
was denied admission and asked to be
admitted, if not as an active soldier, rather as
an assistant.

Attendance to the CFM “Block” meetings in Mexico,
4th quarter of 2016
The main objective of the block meetings is the
dissemination and knowledge of the work plan
to the National Assembly team for the 20162019.

Nacional team of the CFM MÉXICO 2016-2019

Nacional Plenary team of the CFM MÉXICO 2016-2019

The presentation of the ICCFM in the five
different blocks in which Mexico is divided for a
better attention of the equipment in formation
of the CFM in Mexico. It is the same in
general, with adjustments according to the
experience in the presentations.
The Presentation talks the topics:
1.- What is the CIMFC: Being, Life and Action.
2.- Lines of action for the period 2016-2019
3.- Results of the missionary work visit
4.- We requested the support for the mission
San José for three more years.

National Plenary Team of CFM period
2016-2019 in Mexico
National team headquarters + national
Secretariats of Provinces
- National Team: 9 marriages, 1 priest and 6
young people.
- National Secretaries of the province: 18
marriages.
- Diocesan Teams: 588 marriages (84
dioceses).
- Youth diocesan teams: 420 young people.
- As special guests: ICCFM International
Presidents

2016-2019 CFM Juvenil National Team in
Mexico

Result: will count with the support of each of
the marriages integrating the MFC in Mexico
for the three years of the period 2016-2019

“Visit to the Library of University of Notre Dame, files of
the ICCFM”
The Theodore M. Hesburgh Library at the We did not consult the
University of Notre Dame is in South Bend files where the CFM is
Indiana and the historical archives are on the 6th clearly established
floor.
Box 43 1973 - 1982, in
They are very well sheltered and preserved, they these there were also
are relatively small enumerated boxes, each one bulletins, and from these,
of them has carefully arranged files in its interior, we got reports of names
with the tabs according to how it is in the of presidents, amount of
membership,
and
documented index.
situations
that
were
The boxes and / or files to consult are asked the described by a country.
manager, we sent this before, and he took them to
the table where we would be.
In this box in some documents there was general
reference to bibliographic archives, we want to
We were met by Dr. Kevin
remark that between these is mentioned
Cawley, and he took for us,
CENCOS of Mexico, founded by Jose Alvarez
the material to review;
Icaza.
Previous arrange the visit
for us, Gary & Kay Aitchison.
Box 48 1969 - 1990, is very focused on invitations,
At the end, 2 copies of the commemorative book with names and some cases with address, to the
of the 50th anniversary of ICCFM were donated to ICCFM World Assemblies by the Leroux and
some files of the Samaniego, there was little
the library, that were given to Dr. Crawley.
correspondence of another type.
Of the 8 boxes we requested, for the time that we
were there 5 hours and a half, the ones we The lonely folders # 7 and 8 were from box 12 and
checked were 3 that were: 4, 43 and 48, in detail were:
and 2 additional files that become from another From Caracas 1966, where there were program of
the first ICCFM meeting 1 sheet, but that do not
additional box (#12) that we did not see.
have names or who preside the meeting; report of
Box # 4 1967-1970, all are Crowley the Latin American Encounter, newspaper
correspondence where they were copies of their clippings of the period where we highlights: 1) the
typed and original letters receiving and tracking Blessing of His Holiness Pope Paul VI (Today
mails.
Blessed) and 2) interview in a newspaper to
In this it can be observed that they answered all Father Pedro Richard founder of the MFC in Latin
the letters that they received, with diplomacy and America, which highlights the importance of what
courtesy, and in those that seemed trivial, they the MFC was doing to care for Widows.
gave a short and polite answer.
Council of Laity in Rome 1969, and there were
It is observed that they promoted CFM USA
material called "For Happier Families" and also,
sent the magazine Act. It is seen that in some
cases they sold it and others gave it away.

some surveys.

On the way to the vehicles, we finally got to
comment with Dr. Kevin if there is openness to
continue adding either printed or electronic and
The letters show that there were cases that commented that yes, is feasible.
sought to open the CFM through Catholic Sergio y Dora Treviño
Universities, Religious orders, or invitation to Vicepresidentes
Bishops.

Visit to the Apostolic Nuncio in the United States: S. E. R.
Monsignor Christophe Pierre

Meeting with the Apostolic Nuncio in
U.S.A., H. E. R. Monsignor Christophe
Pierre.
Assistants: S. E. R. Monseñor Christophe
Pierre, Rosalinda & Jorge Carrillo, Int.
Presidents, Fr. Saúl Ragoitia Vega, Int.
Chaplain, Juanita & Wilbur Hooker, P. C.
North America,
Fr. Nelson Trinidad,
Chalpain NA.

Part 1: Interview

1. We present the ICCFM three-year activity
report 2013-2016.
2. We comment on the activities or
commitments in each of the continents.
3. We inform you that we will be in the next
triennium when re-elected for 2016-2019.
4. Introducing the new ICCFM Continental
Team for North America: Juanita and Wilbur
Hooker and the Pbro. Nelson.
Part 2: Deliver of a Report of the
Continental Presidents North America.
1.- Relationship of Christian Family
Movements in North America and Presidents.
2.- Membership and presence in Canada and
the United States.

At the reception by the Apostolic Nuncio
H.E. Mnsgr. Chistophe Pierre, at the main
entrance of the Nunicature.

Continental President Team North America
Wilbur & Juanita Hooker and Father Nelson
Trinidad Chaplain

Kindly he took us through some areas of the
Apostolic Nunciature

In memoriam

Some of our CFM’ers brothers that departure to the God
Father’s house

Bishop
Cirilo Reyes Almario

Tere Santos

Helio Amorin

Year 2016 they went to God´s house

Rolly Leroux
Year 2017
went to God´s house

Remember with love to our Brothers that already are in the
presence of God.
Bishop emeritus of the Diocese of Malolos, Philippines, Bishop Cirilo Reyes
Almario, served as the Ecclesial Assistant to the CFM of the Asian Continent
for 18 years.
Tere Santos, was Secretary Coordinators of Zone II together with her
husband Jorge Santos, of the Dominican Republic.
Helio Amorin who was together with his wife Selma, Latin American Past
Presidents of Brazil.
Rolly Leroux, who with his beloved wife Isabelle () worked as ICCFM
presidents in the periods 1977 – 1983, as well in CFM Canada
His example of love and service remain in the hearts of those who knew
them and those who hear from them.

“I am the vine, you are the branches. Whoever remains in me, with me
in him, bears fruit in plenty;“(Jn 15, 5)

8 th. European Congress of the IICCFM
2017
8 th. European Congress of the ICCFM
2017
With enthusiasm and interest is
expected to receive the host country.
In the hope of sharing soon that Country
will be the host of such a relevant event.

Transcendental Congress for Family
Movements in Europe.
Attendance of the leaders who are the
current strength and guide the future of
the family movements in Europe is
expected.

Plenary Team 2016 - 2019
Head quarters team

Continental Presidents, and Representatives at the UN in New York

Contacts in the ICCFM:
International Presidents of ICCFM
Ecclesial Asisstent (Chalpain)
Vice Presidents
Secretariat of Formtion
Secretariat of Unity,
Corresponsability and Finance
UN, representatives in New York

president@iccfm.org
chaplian@iccfm.org
vicepresident@iccfm.org
secexformation@iccfm.org
secexunity@iccfm.org
un-ny@iccfm.org

ASIA/ASIA
Continental Presidents
presidentas@iccfm.org

LATIN AMERICA/
AMÉRICA LATINA
Continental Presidents
presidentla@iccfm.org

AFRICA/ÁFRICA
Continental Presidents
presidentaf@iccfm.org

EUROPA/EUROPE
Continental Presidents
presidenteu@iccfm.org

NORTH AMERICA/
NORTE AMÉRICA
Continental Presidents
presidentna@iccfm.org

OCEANIA / OCEANÍA
Continental Presidents
presidentoc@iccfm.org

“May the Holy Family be the Lighthouse that illuminates our missionary journey,
to live and proclaim the joy of love in the family”

